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Using multispeckle x-ray photon correlation spectroscopy, we have measured the slow, wave-vector-
dependent dynamics of concentrated, disordered nanoemulsions composed of silicone oil droplets in water. The
intermediate scattering function possesses a compressed exponential line shape and a relaxation time that
varies inversely with wave vector. We interpret this dynamics as strain in response to local stress relaxation.
The motion includes a transient component whose characteristic velocity decays exponentially with time
following a mechanical perturbation of the nanoemulsions and a second component whose characteristic
velocity is essentially independent of time. The steady-state characteristic velocity is surprisingly insensitive to
the droplet volume fraction in the concentrated regime, indicating that the strain motion is only weakly
dependent on the droplet-droplet interactions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An emulsion is a dispersion of a liquid within another,
immiscible liquid. In most cases, emulsions are not thermo-
dynamically stable but rather are long lived, metastable
states formed through arrested phase separation or mechani-
cal mixing �1�. In the formation of emulsions through mix-
ing, drops of one liquid are broken apart within another liq-
uid through strong shear flow. For emulsions comprised of
low-viscosity liquids, such as oil in water, the shear flows
accessible in common mixing devices can produce
micrometer-scale droplets that are stabilized against coales-
cence by added surfactant. However, with extremely strong
shear one can create nanoemulsions containing droplets with
diameters well below 100 nm, as recent work employing
high-pressure flows has demonstrated �2�. At low concentra-
tions, the droplets in nanoemulsions behave like spherical
colloids that diffuse freely. At higher concentrations, the
droplets enter a jammed state and the nanoemulsions behave
as disordered elastic solids. However, due to the deformable
nature of the droplets, the structure of concentrated na-
noemulsions can deviate significantly from that of typical
colloidal glasses �3,4�. For example, the volume fraction of
droplets in concentrated nanoemulsions can exceed the ran-
dom close-packed limit for spheres, implying faceted droplet
shapes like in a macroscopic foam. Thus, in many respects
concentrated nanoemulsions represent a new type of nano-
structured soft material.

While the structural properties of concentrated nanoemul-
sions have recently been elucidated through small-angle scat-
tering studies �3,4�, less is understood about the nature of the
droplet dynamics in this glassy state. To investigate this dy-
namics, we have performed x-ray photon correlation spec-
troscopy �XPCS� experiments on a series of concentrated
nanoemulsions. The large wave vectors and long time scales
accessible with XPCS make the technique ideally suited for
probing the motion of the nanoscale droplets in the concen-
trated, jammed regime. We find this dynamics is described

by extremely slow ballistic motion that can be modeled in
terms of strain in response to localized changes in internal
stress. Such dynamics have been observed in a wide range of
disordered soft-solid materials including dilute and concen-
trated colloidal gels �5,6�, clay suspensions �7,8�, dense fer-
rofluids �9�, concentrated emulsions of micrometer-scale
droplets �10�, and a polymer-based sponge phase �11�. In
contrast to most previously studied systems, in which these
dynamics typically evolve in a manner akin to aging in
glasses, the slow dynamics in the nanoemulsions displays a
steady-state component. The presence of steady-state strain
motion in the nanoemulsions thus suggests a procedure for
understanding better this dynamics and its significance by
investigating systematically its relationship to other material
properties. As an initial effort, we have characterized the
dependence of the dynamics on the droplet volume fraction.
Surprisingly, we find the strain dynamics is largely insensi-
tive to changing volume fraction within the concentrated re-
gime despite the large change in macroscopic elastic modu-
lus that accompanies the change.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The nanoemulsions were prepared following procedures
described elsewhere �2� and consisted of poly�dimethyl-
siloxane� oil droplets in water stabilized by sodium dodecyl
sulfate �SDS�. Two sets of samples were included in the
study: one with an average droplet radius a=46 nm, which
we label set A, and one with a=36 nm, which we label set B.
The volume fraction � of oil droplets was varied over the
ranges 0.33���0.55 for A and 0.28���0.45 for B. The
upper limits of these ranges were set by the volume fractions
of the stock emulsions produced in the synthesis. To obtain
lower �, we diluted the stock emulsions with a surfactant
solution identical to the continuous phase: 10 mM SDS in
water. Due to the ionic nature of SDS, the surfaces of the oil
droplets are negatively charged, and the droplets interact
through a Coulombic repulsion with a Debye screening
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length that is an appreciable fraction of the droplet radii. To
account for the range of interaction between droplets, an ef-
fective droplet volume fraction can be estimated as �ef f
���1+h /a�3 �12�, where h is an effective droplet “shell”
thickness whose size is estimated from the average inter-
droplet separation using an interaction potential for repulsive
droplets �1,13,14�. This renormalization of the volume frac-
tion leads to fluid-solid transitions in nanoemulsions at �ef f
�0.58, near the colloidal glass transition, independent of
droplet radius and further leads to a scaling of the shear
modulus of concentrated nanoemulsions of different radii
onto a master curve as a function of �ef f �14�. The corre-
sponding ranges of effective volume fractions for the na-
noemulsions in the XPCS measurements were 0.62��ef f
�0.82 for set A and 0.60��ef f �0.77 for set B. Based on
rheology studies �14�, nanoemulsions over these ranges of
�ef f behave as elastic solids. However, the shear modulus
over these ranges decreases significantly with decreasing
�ef f, by at least of factor of 100 for each set �14�. Efforts to
extend the ranges to even lower �ef f led to emulsions that
were fluid and that had droplet dynamics that were too rapid
to observe in the XPCS measurements.

The experiments were performed at sector 8-ID of the
Advanced Photon Source using 7.35-keV x rays. Details re-
garding the beamline have been presented elsewhere �15,16�.
In this study, a 20 �m�20 �m aperture before the sample
was employed to create the partially coherent x-ray beam.
The nanoemulsions were loaded into sealable, stainless-steel
sample holders with thin polyimide windows for transmis-
sion scattering and sample thickness of 0.5 mm. The loading
involved extracting appropriate quantities of nanoemulsion
from the glass vials in which they are stored and spreading it
into the sample cells with a razor. The temperature of the
samples was held at 25.0 °C throughout the measurements.
The scattering intensity was recorded by a direct-illuminated
charge-coupled-device �CCD� area detector positioned 3.4 m
beyond the sample to cover a wave-vector range of
0.05 nm−1�q�0.39 nm−1. A series of scattering images,
with a typical exposure time of 0.5 s, was obtained to deter-
mine the ensemble-averaged intensity autocorrelation func-
tion g2�q , t� over the range 3 s� t�1000 s �15,16�. The
minimum delay time of 3 s was set by the sum of the expo-
sure time plus the time to download each image from the
CCD detector. To reduce exposure of the sample to x rays, a
shutter before the sample was closed during the data transfer.
The longest delay time was limited to 1000 s to avoid effects
of measurement stability that led to artificial decays in
g2�q , t� at several thousand seconds. The measurement of
g2�q , t� was repeated over the course of several hours for
each sample in order to characterize any evolution of the
structure or dynamics of the nanoemulsions. As an additional
part of the protocol to avoid radiation damage to the samples,
each measurement of g2�q , t� was performed with the x-ray
beam incident on a new region of the sample.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Scattering intensity and dynamic structure factor

Figures 1�a� and 1�b� show the x-ray scattering intensity
I�q� for a nanoemulsion from set A with �ef f =0.82 and one

from set B with �ef f =0.60, respectively, measured at several
waiting times tw since the nanoemulsions were loaded into
sample cells. The measured I�q� are unnormalized; therefore,
to compare measurements performed on different regions of
the samples, we arbitrarily normalize each set of curves with
respect to the intensity at the smallest wave vector. Consis-
tent with previous studies �3,4�, the scattering intensities dis-
play a pronounced peak near q=0.10 nm−1, corresponding to
the first peak in the interparticle structure factor, as well as
additional correlation peaks at higher wave vector. The struc-
ture displays little change with tw over the time of the ex-
periments, consistent with the very long shelf life of the na-
noemulsion samples. However, we note that I�q� at the
largest tw in Fig. 1�a� does show some deviation from I�q� at
earlier tw. This deviation represents the largest change in I�q�
with tw observed for any nanoemulsion studied.

Figures 2�a� and 2�b� display results for the corresponding
intensity autocorrelation function g2�q , t� measured at a wave
vector near the first peak in I�q� for the nanoemulsions from
set A with �ef f =0.82 and set B with �ef f =0.60, respectively,
at the same waiting times as in Figs. 1�a� and 1�b�. The
correlation functions decay on a time scale that increases
with increasing tw immediately following the loading of the
nanoemulsions into the sample cells, but reach steady-state
behavior at larger tw. The dynamic structure factor f�q , t� can
be calculated from g2�q , t� using the Siegert relation �16�.
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FIG. 1. X-ray scattering intensities for nanoemulsions of �a�
droplet radius 46 nm �set A� with �ef f =0.82 and �b� droplet radius
36 nm �set B� with �ef f =0.60 measured at several waiting times tw

following the loading of the nanoemulsions into sample cells, as
specified in the figure legends. The intensities are normalized with
respect to the intensity at the smallest wave vector. The peaks in
I�q� below q=0.10 nm−1 correspond to the first interparticle struc-
ture factor peak. Additional correlation peaks are also observable at
higher wave vector.
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Modeling f�q , t� with a stretched exponential line shape
f�q , t�= fq exp��−t /����, the intensity autocorrelation function
has the form

g2�q,t� = 1 + b�fq exp�− �t/�����2, �1�

where fq is the short-time �t�1 s� plateau amplitude of
f�q , t�, � is the terminal relaxation time, � is the stretching
exponent that characterizes the shape of the correlation func-
tion, and b�0.30 is the Siegert factor determined from mea-
surements on a static aerogel sample. For all the nanoemul-
sions and all wave vectors, fits to Eq. �1� agree closely with
the data except at very large t and small g2�q , t�. The lines in
Fig. 2 are the results of fits to Eq. �1� for g2�q , t��1.03,
illustrating the good agreement at small t and a crossover to
a slower decay in the measured g2�q , t� at larger t.

B. Fast dynamics

Results for the short-time plateau value of f�q , t� extracted
from fits to Eq. �1� are consistently less than 1, as illustrated
in Fig. 3�a�, which displays values of fq as a function of
wave vector for nanoemulsions from set A with �ef f =0.62
and 0.82. The observation that fq�1 indicates a partial de-
cay of the dynamic structure factor at inaccessibly short
times, suggesting a two-step relaxation in the dynamics.
Two-step relaxations are a signature feature of glassy particle
dynamics. In colloidal suspensions near the glass transition,

the particle dynamics separates into a fast localized compo-
nent in which a particle moves within the restricted volume
defined by the positions of its neighbors, creating a partial
decay in f�q , t�, and a slow component in which the particle
diffuses away from its center-of-mass position with coopera-
tive motion from its neighbors, leading to the final decay of
f�q , t�. We thus interpret the fast partial decay of f�q , t� of the
nanoemulsions in terms of localized motion of the droplets
within the constraints of their neighbors. A similar conclu-
sion was reached regarding fast dynamics in concentrated
emulsions of micrometer-scale droplets based on dynamic
light scattering measurements �17�. However, for both the
emulsions of micrometer-scale droplets and colloidal suspen-
sions, fq displays a pronounced peak at a wave vector near
the position of the first peak in the interparticle structure
factor S�q� �17,18�. In contrast, fq for the nanoemulsions
shown in Fig. 3�a� is largely featureless as a function of q.
Mode coupling theory, which provides a framework for the
dynamics in colloidal suspensions near the glass transition,
predicts a peak in the amplitude of fq near the interparticle
structure factor peak �19�. However, the magnitude of the
peak predicted by the theory depends in detail on the inter-
particle potential and the resulting form of S�q� �18�. The
relatively featureless fq for the concentrated nanoemulsions
could thus reflect the distinct interparticle interactions be-
tween the charged, deformable droplets and the interparticle
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FIG. 2. Intensity autocorrelation functions for nanoemulsions of
�a� droplet radius 46 nm �set A� with �ef f =0.82 at q=0.08 nm−1

and �b� droplet radius 36 nm �set B� with �ef f =0.60 at q
=0.10 nm−1 measured several waiting times tw following the load-
ing of the nanoemulsions into sample cells. Symbols refer to the
same waiting times as in Fig. 1. The solid lines are the results of fits
to Eq. �1� over the range g2�q , t��1.03 and are extrapolated with
dashed lines beyond this range to illustrate the deviations from Eq.
�1� at large t.
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FIG. 3. �a� Short-time plateau value of f�q , t� versus wave vec-
tor for nanoemulsions with droplet radius 46 nm and volume frac-
tions �ef f =0.82 �open symbols� and 0.62 �solid symbols� measured
at tw=130 min. The dashed lines show the average values for each
volume fraction at this waiting time. �b� Short-time plateau values
averaged over q and tw as a function of droplet volume fraction for
sets A �solid symbols� and B �open symbols�.
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structure factor that has a relatively weak correlation peak as
compared with that of hard-sphere glasses �3,4�. Alterna-
tively, the wave-vector independence of fq could indicate
that the fast dynamics in the nanoemulsions is predominately
local rotational motion that potentially involves one or more
droplets.

As with the wave vector, fq does not show any clear varia-
tion with tw, consistent with an unchanging structure; how-
ever, it does vary systematically with droplet volume frac-
tion. The dashed lines in Fig. 3�a�, representing the averages
of fq for the two volume fractions, illustrate this variation.

Figure 3�b� shows the average plateau value f q̄ for the na-

noemulsions in sets A and B. To obtain f q̄, the values of fq
are averaged over both wave vector and tw. The resulting
trends, in which the short-time plateau increases with in-
creasing droplet volume fraction, indicate that the range of
the localized motion becomes smaller with increasing vol-
ume fraction, as expected for repulsively interacting droplets.

C. Slow, nondiffusive dynamics

While the fast, localized component of the droplet motion
in the nanoemulsions is common to colloidal glasses, in con-
trast the slow dynamics characterized by the decay in g2�q , t�
is clearly distinct from the cooperative diffusion in colloidal
suspensions near the glass transition. Instead, the shape of
g2�q , t� and its wave-vector dependence exemplify two sa-
lient features of nondiffusive dynamics that are apparently
universal to a range of disordered soft solids. First, fits to Eq.
�1� give �=1.7±0.2, implying a compressed exponential cor-
relation function. This line shape, which we observe for all
of the nanoemulsions, displays no systematic variation with
tw or �ef f, although some results suggest that � decreases
slightly with increasing q. Second, the relaxation time � ex-
tracted from the fits varies with wave vector as �	q−z with
z�1.0, as shown in Fig. 4 for the nanoemulsion from set A
with �ef f =0.82. Similar compressed exponential line shapes
with �	q−1 have been observed previously in dynamic light
scattering and XPCS studies of colloidal gels �5,6�, clay sus-

pensions �7,8�, dense ferrofluids �9�, concentrated emulsions
of micrometer-scale droplets �10�, and a block copolymer
mesophase �11�. Typically, for these other disordered soft
solids ��1.5, slightly smaller than we observe for the na-
noemulsions. Regardless of the precise value, however, such
compressed correlation functions with ��1 and �	q−1 are
inconsistent with purely diffusive particle motion. Instead, as
discussed previously �10�, they indicate ballistic motion with
a broad distribution of velocities and a characteristic veloc-
ity, v0
1/ ��q�. Based on a heuristic argument by Cipelletti
et al. �5,10�, Bouchaud and Pitard �20� have introduced a
microscopic model for this ballistic dynamics, describing it
in terms of elastic strain deformation in response to hetero-
geneous local stress. Specifically, Bouchaud and Pitard pic-
ture the source of this stress as a random population of par-
ticle rearrangement events that create pointlike dipolar stress
fields whose intensities P�t� grow linearly over a period of
time 	 to a maximum P0, and they show that the resulting
strain leads to a compressed exponential line shape and �
	q−1 �20�. More recently, Duri and Cipelletti have shown
that, at least for dilute colloidal gels, the strain grows linearly
in time only in a time-averaged sense and the dynamics is
more accurately described in terms of temporally heteroge-
neous, discrete displacements �21�. An interesting question is
whether such temporally heterogeneous motion also de-
scribes the strain in concentrated soft solids like nanoemul-
sions that display this characteristic nondiffusive dynamics.

A key parameter in the Bouchaud-Pitard model is the time
scale �q= 4
K2	2

P0�q , where K is the elastic modulus of the mate-
rial and � is a friction coefficient related to dampening of the
strain motion. For t��q, the model predicts �=1.5, as ob-
served in most previous systems displaying this nondiffusive
slow dynamics. However, if t /�q is not very small, an effec-
tive exponent somewhat larger than 1.5 is expected. Further,
for t��q a new regime of behavior dominates in which �
=1.25. Thus, the observed line shapes, like those displayed
in Fig. 2, which follow a compressed exponential form with
��1.7 at smaller t and a more stretched decay at larger t, are
qualitatively consistent with the idea that the measurements
on the nanoemulsions probe a range of dynamics in which
t��q. However, the considerable scatter in the data at very
large t �where g2�q , t�1.03 and deviations from the fits to
Eq. �1� in Fig. 2 are apparent� does not permit a quantitative
analysis of the line shape in this regime.

1. Relaxation times

Figure 5�a� displays the relaxation time � as a function of
tw for nanoemulsions in set A with three different droplet
volume fractions measured at a wave vector near the first
peak in I�q�. For two effective volume fractions �ef f = 0.62
and 0.82, the relaxation time grows rapidly at short tw and
saturates to a steady-state value at longer waiting times.
Similar rapid increases in � followed by steady-state behav-
ior are also observed with the nanoemulsions in set B, as
shown in Fig. 5�b�. However, the magnitude of the change in
� at early tw varies considerably among different nanoemul-
sions. For example, as shown in Fig. 5�a�, the nanoemulsion
with �ef f =0.73 in set A displays no appreciable increase in �
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FIG. 4. Characteristic relaxation time � as a function of a wave
vector q for a nanoemulsion with droplet radius 46 nm �set A� and
�ef f =0.82 measured at several waiting times, as specified in the
figure legend. The solid lines are the results of fits to the form �
	q−z, which give an exponent z ranging from 0.87 to 1.10 with an
average z=1.03±0.09.
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over the measured range of tw, suggesting that the first mea-
surement of g2�q , t� on this nanoemulsion was performed at
too late a waiting time to capture any transient behavior.

To model the evolution of �, we suppose that the charac-
teristic strain velocity has two components, one that decays
exponentially with increasing tw and one that is independent
of waiting time,

v0 = �vi − vs�exp�− tw/�� + vs, �2�

where vi is the characteristic velocity at tw=0, � is the decay
time of the transient component, and vs is the steady-state
characteristic velocity reached at tw��. The corresponding
relaxation time is therefore given by

� = ���vi − vs�exp�− tw/�� + vs�q�−1. �3�

The dashed lines in Figs. 5�a� and 5�b� are the results of fits
to Eq. �3�. For the nanoemulsions in which the measurements
capture an appreciable increase in � at early tw, Eq. �3� de-
scribes the evolution accurately. The time scale for the decay
of the transient strain motion is found to be in the range �
�10–20 min for all cases. For significantly larger waiting
times tw��, this transient component contributes negligibly
and the strain motion is dominated by the steady-state com-
ponent.

2. Transient component

The presence of two components to the strain motion in-
dicates two distinct sources of local stress relaxation. The

transient motion, which dominates at small tw, has a charac-
teristic velocity that decays rapidly with increasing tw, lead-
ing to the corresponding exponential growth in �. A similar
exponential growth in � at early tw has been observed in a
number of disordered soft solids including colloidal gels �5�,
clay suspensions �8�, and dense ferrofluids �9�, indicating
that such an evolution in this nondiffusive dynamics is fairly
generic. This rapid evolution typically follows a significant
perturbation of the system, such as a quench from fluid to
disordered solid or a large mechanical stress, and this dy-
namics thus likely reflects a relaxation from the state created
by the perturbation. Thus, we associate the transient strain
motion in the nanoemulsions with residual stress that is in-
troduced by loading the nanoemulsions into the sample cells
and that relaxes through slow droplet rearrangements. The
extent of mechanical perturbation associated with the sample
loading process was not quantitatively controlled in the ex-
periments, and, therefore, the amount of residual stress intro-
duced presumably varied among the samples. The wide
range in the amount that � changes at early tw seen in Fig. 5
likely reflects this variability. In the context of stress dipoles,
the perturbation thus creates many dipoles at the same for-
mation time tw=0, and the subsequent dynamics is domi-
nated by the growth in intensity of these dipoles. We note
that this scenario is different from the one considered by
Bouchaud and Pitard, whose model assumes a steady-state
formation rate � of new stress dipoles �although the model
also includes a mechanism for the dynamics to evolve, or
“age,” through an age-dependent �, which leads to a power-
law growth in � with age�. One question therefore is whether
the addition of a large population of stress dipoles formed at
tw=0 into the Bouchaud-Pitard model could capture the ex-
ponential growth in � versus tw observed experimentally. Pre-
sumably, to obtain the observed behavior the model would
need to consider a distribution of growth periods 	 of these
dipoles, rather than a single characteristic period.

An interesting comparison can be made between this tran-
sient droplet dynamics in concentrated nanoemulsions ob-
served with XPCS and that of the bubbles of macroscopic
foam studied with diffusing wave spectroscopy �DWS�. In
the foam experiments, � is large immediately following the
cessation of shear and decreases exponentially with waiting
time as the system recovers �22,23�. Thus, a waiting-time
dependence essentially opposite to that in Fig. 5 is observed.
This contrasting behavior presumably reflects both the differ-
ing mechanical perturbation imposed in the foam studies as
compared with this study as well as the differing compli-
ances of the two systems and suggests an analogy with the
“overaging” versus “rejuvenation” scenario that occurs in the
shear response of glasses �24–27�. Specifically, the large cor-
relation time immediately following the shearing of the foam
is interpreted as a consequence of homogenizing the internal
strain field �22�. That is, the shear assists the system in reach-
ing a lower-energy configuration much like the phenomenon
envisioned in “overaging.” In contrast, the perturbation of
the nanoemulsions involved in loading them in the sample
cells has the opposite “rejuvenating” effect of imparting en-
ergy into the system in the form of local regions of poorly
packed droplets, leading to an initially dense population of
growing stress dipoles. Future experiments on nanoemul-
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FIG. 5. Characteristic relaxation time as a function of waiting
time for nanoemulsions with �a� droplet radius 46 nm and �b� drop-
let radius 36 nm with various droplet volume fractions, specified in
the figure legends, measured at a wave vector near the first peak in
I�q� �q=0.08 nm−1 for �a� and q=0.10 nm−1 for �b��. The dashed
lines are the results of fits to Eq. �3�, which implies two components
to the characteristic strain velocity.
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sions that investigate the effects of shear flow over a wide
range of shear rates might capture the transition between
these classes of response and could provide further insight
into the effects of shear on soft glassy materials.

3. Steady-state component

As mentioned above, the values of � that are independent
of waiting time at large tw in the nanoemulsions indicate a
second, steady-state source of local stress-relaxation events
that is distinct from the residual stress of sample loading.
The fact that � is independent of waiting time further sug-
gests a means for exploring this dynamics systematically.
Specifically, while such nondiffusive dynamics has been
identified in a host of disordered soft-solid materials, the
significance of this strain motion for other material proper-
ties is unclear. The seeming insensitivity of the steady-state
component in nanoemulsions to sample history should sim-
plify the study of its dependence on other material param-
eters, and clarifying its relation to other parameters might
shed light on the role of this dynamics in dictating material
behavior. As a first investigation into the nature of the
steady-state dynamics, we have characterized the depen-
dence of the strain motion on droplet volume fraction. Figure
6 shows the steady-state relaxation time �s
1/ �vsq�, mea-
sured for tw��, as a function of �ef f for nanoemulsion sets
A and B. Over the ranges of �ef f investigated, the dynamics
is only weakly sensitive to volume fraction, with the steady-
state relaxation time increasing by roughly a factor of 2 with
decreasing �ef f. As mentioned above, rheology studies have
shown that the shear modulus decreases by more than a fac-
tor of 100 with decreasing �ef f over these ranges �14�.

At first glance, the relatively weak dependence of the
strain motion on �ef f is thus surprising since the Bouchaud-
Pitard model predicts that �	 K	1/3

�2/3P0q
, where K is an elastic

constant �20�. �In the model K represents the compression
modulus, so this comparison is not exact; however, a more
refined model that includes consideration of the shear modu-
lus would differ only in numerical factors �20�.� However,
the variation in modulus with volume fraction occurs

through the increase in the droplet-droplet repulsion potential
with increasing �ef f, and a change in the interaction potential
should also affect P0, the strength of the stress dipoles driv-
ing the strain motion. If K and P0 possess the same depen-
dence on interaction potential, then the effects on the strain
motion of changing �ef f should cancel since �	K / P0, con-
sistent with our observation that �s varies only weakly with
�ef f. Additional XPCS measurements on nanoemulsions with
varying concentrations of NaCl added to the continuous
phase support this picture. The salt, added to nanoemulsions
from set A with �ef f =0.73 to concentrations as large as c
=160 mM, decreases significantly the shear modulus by
screening the Coulombic interaction between droplets. How-
ever, XPCS measurements on the nanoemulsions with added
salt revealed that the steady-state strain dynamics is essen-
tially unchanged.

While the weak dependence of the nondiffusive dynamics
on �ef f and added salt provides some insight into the mecha-
nisms driving the strain motion, the microscopic origin of the
local sources of steady-state stress in the nanoemulsions re-
mains a question. One possibility is droplet coarsening,
which is known to drive the dynamics in macroscopic foams
observed with DWS �28,29�. However, the correlation func-
tion observed for the foams with DWS is quite distinct from
the compressed exponential line shape measured with XPCS
on the nanoemulsions, indicating quite different microscopic
dynamics. Further, the long shelf life of the nanoemulsions
indicates that any coarsening proceeds at an extremely slow
rate, making it an unlikely candidate for creating sources of
stress. However, we do note that some of the nanoemulsions
did display small variations in I�q� during the course of the
measurements, as illustrated by Fig. 1�a�, which might indi-
cate that the emulsions are made less stable by the x-ray
measurement itself. Thus, the sources of stress might origi-
nate as a consequence of the measurement. For example,
contact between the nanoemulsions and the sample cell
could cause droplet coalescence and such coalescence events
could drive the strain response. However, we do not expect
that the materials in contact with the nanoemulsions—
specifically, stainless steel, polyimide, and epoxy—would be
problematic. Also, analysis of the measurements to discrimi-
nate dynamics along different wave-vector directions indi-
cates that the dynamics is isotropic, suggesting that the
sources of stress are positioned randomly and are not re-
stricted to the surfaces. Radiation damage is another poten-
tial source of local stress introduced by the measurement.
However, efforts to identify evidence of radiation damage by
varying exposure times were negative, and the protocol of
making each measurement of g2�q , t� on a new region of
sample should have prevented any cumulative damage. A
future experiment that might provide insight would be a
study in which droplet coarsening is intentionally acceler-
ated. One approach might be to investigate the temperature
dependence of the dynamics to see if the strain motion re-
flects the thermally activated behavior expected for coarsen-
ing. Another would be to employ nanoemulsions comprised
of oils that are less immiscible in water, so that the stability
against coarsening is compromised. Testing whether such a
change alters qualitatively the droplet-scale dynamics or
merely increases the characteristic velocity of the observed
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FIG. 6. Steady-state characteristic relaxation time measured at
large waiting time tw for nanoemulsions with droplet radii a
=46 nm �solid symbols� and a=36 nm �open symbols� as a function
of effective volume fraction. The relaxation times correspond to
wave vectors near the first peak in I�q� �q=0.08 nm−1 for a
=46 nm and q=0.10 nm−1 for a=36 nm�.
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strain motion would help elucidate the possible role of coars-
ening in the current study.

Another possible source of the steady-state, nondiffusive
dynamics is local, irreversible shear deformation that results
from thermal expansion in response to temperature fluctua-
tions. In a recent microscopy study of concentrated multila-
mellar vesicles, Mazoyer et al. �30� observed slow dynamics
corresponding to such deformation and suggested that it
might be relevant to the slow, nondiffusive dynamics seen in
light scattering and XPCS studies of soft glassy materials.
While such irreversible shear deformation represents a physi-
cally appealing microscopic origin for the steady-state mo-
tion, we note that the temperature control in the XPCS ex-
periments limited the fluctuations in sample temperature to
approximately ±0.001 K. This fluctuation amplitude was sig-
nificantly smaller than that in the microscopy study, raising
doubt as to whether thermal expansion fluctuations would be
large enough in the nanoemulsions to drive such shear defor-
mation. An additional, related issue in the XPCS measure-
ments is the possibility of local heating due to x-ray absorp-
tion. Calculations and experiments on materials sensitive to
this effect indicate that the sample temperature within the
20 �m�20 �m cross section of the beam increased by ap-
proximately 0.004 K due to beam heating. This temperature
increase occurred with the periodicity of the x-ray exposures,
once every 3 s, and so could conceivably play a role similar
to that of the temperature fluctuations in Mazoyer et al.
However, since the amplitude of the increase was so small,
we believe the thermal expansion caused by this fluctuation
again was likely to be too small to drive the observed dy-
namics. A future experiment that might elucidate the poten-
tial role of thermal fluctuations would be one that introduced
intentionally temperature oscillations of varying amplitude
and frequency to test whether they systematically influence
the steady-state nondiffusive dynamics.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have found that the slow dynamics of
nanoemulsions probed with XPCS is characterized by non-

diffusive motion similar to that observed in a number of
disordered soft solids. The compressed exponential form for
f�q , t� and inverse relationship between relaxation time and
wave vector that are the signatures of this dynamics match
well to the predictions of the model introduced by Cipelletti
et al. �5,10� and developed by Bouchaud and Pitard �20� in
which this motion corresponds to strain from heterogeneous,
local stress. However, the large range of disordered soft sol-
ids in which this dynamics has been observed suggests that
a more general principle might underlie the formation of
such sites of stress �perhaps one tied to the mechanical prop-
erties of systems undergoing a jamming transition �31�� and
calls for further investigation into the origin of this dynamics
and its role in determining material properties. The relatively
unique aspect of the dynamics in the nanoemulsions, which
is also shared by the recently reported dynamics in a
polymer-based sponge phase �11�, is the steady-state behav-
ior. This apparent lack of evolution in the stress relaxation
has a number of significant implications. First, it highlights
an observation made previously �6� that this dynamics is
distinct from traditional aging seen below the glass transition
in hard disordered solids such as molecular liquids and poly-
mer melts �32–34�. Second, it opens the possibility for sys-
tematically tuning the strain motion by changing material
parameters. This latter feature makes the nanoemulsions a
particularly appealing model system for future investigations
into the nature of this slow, nondiffusive dynamics.
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